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The Open Energy Initiative Web site

• OpenEI is a Web site produced by the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) with 
funding from the Department of Energy (DOE)

• http://openei.org is an early “beta” release

• OpenEI is the world’s first open-data source for 
energy information--specifically analyses on 
renewable energy and energy efficiency

• Semantic wiki

• Open Government Initiative
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Introduction

• NREL and CU have had discussions about 
communities of participation, particularly 
regarding the energy domain

• OpenEI has the goal of increasing the  
contributions to their site

▫ Articles from experts

▫ Data sets

▫ Q&A forums

▫ Communities
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Research Questions

• Main research question: How can NREL attract 
contributors to OpenEI and build momentum to engage a 
larger body of contributors (outside of NREL)? 

• Additional questions to explore:
▫ How can we motivate OpenEI readers to make the transition from reader 

to contributor? 
▫ Why are the current readers going to OpenEI? Do these readers also visit 

other sites about the same topics? Do they contribute to other sites? 
▫ Are there communities within OpenEI (users that communicate with 

each other and/or collaborate)? 
▫ Is the current wiki editing structure a barrier to contributors? 
▫ What are the differences between a site that attracts professionals and 

academics in the energy industry and a site that attracts the general 
public? Can one site have the goal of attracting both audiences? 
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Research Methods

• Find existing energy expert community to work 
with (provide a spot for them on OpenEI?)

• Conduct interviews, surveys, and usability 
testing with expert community

• Find out why the Latin American area on 
OpenEI seems to have a lot of outside 
contributors

• Get Web analytics about OpenEI’s current 
readers and contributors
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Lessons Learned

• Seeding information by itself does not 
necessarily attract outside contributors

• Sites that are successful at attracting 
contributors built momentum with an existing 
community and built momentum before the site 
was launched (examples: Wikipedia, 
stackoverflow.com)
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Motivating Wikipedians

• Oded Nov’s article, “What motivates 
Wikipedians?” says that the strongest significant 
correlation between motivation and contribution 
levels is “fun” 

▫ What does that mean for OpenEI?
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Possible Target Community

• CU’s NSF sponsored Integrative Graduate 
Education and Research Traineeship 
(IGERT)Program

▫ The first of its kind in the country for its breadth 
across disciplines, spans the Colleges of 
Engineering, Architecture and Planning, Public 
Affairs, and Liberal Arts and Sciences

▫ Tasked with researching sustainable urban 
infrastructure
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Suggestions?

• Target communities

• Motivation for contributors to contribute

• How to get the public more involved
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